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Welcome to the October 2008 of

———— Club TORQUE - Committee 2008 and Club Information ———————————
President

Bruce Lethborg

Vice President

Secretary

0417 014 304
Phil Slater

Treasurer

phil.slater@optusnet.com.au

Motorkhana &
Group5 Rep
Stock Rep.

0432 955 743
Frank Rogan
frankjr@optusnet.com.au
0416 001 577
Martin Carrabot

Greg Black
vice_president@holdenclub.com

president@holdenclub.com

Vlad Kowal
treasurer@holdenclub.com

Public Officer

Ray Cardwell
public_officer@holdenclub.com

Social Rep

Jeremy Watt
special_events@holdenclub.com

Motor Racing &
Rally Rep
Classic Historic
Registry

0419 666 595
Vacant

Editor

0412 200 037
Greg Black
editor@holdenclub.com

Richard Wales
(03) 9803 7690

Membership/Point
score

Bruce Lethborg
president@holdenclub.com

0417 014 304
Special Events

Jeremy Watt
special_events@holdenclub.com

0412 200 037

CAMS State Council
Representative

Bruce Lethborg
president@holdenclub.com

0417 014 304

Magazine
Articles and advertisements to be published in the magazine can be submitted via e-mail to the
Editor at
editor@holdenclub.com . Microsoft Word format is preferred and each months items must be
received by midnight on the second Wednesday of each month. Quarter page ads are free to
members; advertising is otherwise charged at $10 - quarter page, $20 - half page, $35 - full page

Website
Why not visit our website for further information. You can also download all competitive
supplementary regulations (entry forms) via the site. Find us at: www.holdenclub.com

Club Meetings
Meetings are held on the fourth Monday of every month (except December) at Bells Hotel, cnr
Moray and Coventry Sts, South Melbourne, 7.30pm for an 8.00pm start. All members and their
friends are very welcome. Meals are available prior to the meeting at bistro prices.

Correspondence
All correspondence for the Holden Sporting Car Club of Victoria, Inc. should be addressed to The
Secretary, Holden Sporting Car Club of Victoria Inc., GPO Box 791, Melbourne, Vic 3001

Disclaimer
The views written are not necessarily those of the committee and the producers of the Holden
Sporting Car Club of Victoria Inc.’s newsletter, “Holden Torque”. We accept no responsibility for the
accuracy of the information printed and quality of any item or service advertised or mentioned in
this publication.
printed by Maroondah Printing
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———— Executive TORQUE - President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer
President - B. Lethborg
Hello to one and all, October
is here and this may well be
my last report as president,
why is that I hear you say,
November is AGM time and
time for you all to think about
who will guide the club for the
next 12 months. Anyone can
be elected to the committee,
new blood and new ideas are
always good for the club, so if
you would like to be on the
committee give it a try, it’s
not that bad…..really.
Our hillclimb has been run
and won at Haunted Hills and
I must say Gippsland car club
have done a great job of
designing and building the
track, on the one hand it is
challenging and on the other
it is a lot of fun, every one of
our members I have spoken
to that competed want to go
back. Not such a good day for
the Commodore, after a
rebuild of the replacement
engine I thought the hillclimb
would be a good event to run
the engine in but after six
runs between Kris and myself
we have oil pressure issues.
After talking to people who
have experience with the
3.8ltr V6 it seems cam
bearings in good condition are
very important in maintaining
oil pressure, these were not
replaced in the rebuild, so it’s
engine out, strip down to send
away for new cam bearings,
crank grind and a new oil
pump and relief valve
assembly and get the car
ready for a full season of
sprints next year. Brad Chiang
will be looking for a good
panel beater or a new body
after he considerably
shortened the rear of his VK
when he backed it into the
wall at turn three; amazingly
the boot lid survived the
incident completely
printed by Maroondah Printing
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unscathed. Hope to see you
back next year Brad.
Speaking of next year, we
have dates in concrete for the
Holden Ford series for next
year. There will be three
events at Sandown, two at
Winton and two at Haunted
Hills starting in February
through to November with a
fairly even spread, the only
dates not yet booked are
Haunted Hills but the rest are
booked and confirmed.
2009 Holden Ford dates
February 22 Winton
March Haunted Hills
May 10 Sandown
July 12 Sandown
August 28 Winton
Sept/Oct Haunted Hills
Cup Day Sandown

sponsorship deal with Bright
Self Storage to store the club
trailer for free; this is worth
about $1000 a year and solves
the problem of where to keep
the trailer that has been in my
back yard most of the year,
thanks again Greg.
Richard has arranged trophies
for the hillclimb and they will
be presented at the October
meeting, if you have won
trophy come along and collect
it and receive the applause
and adulation that you
rightfully deserve from your
fellow club members also
enjoy a good meal and cold
drink at Bells.
See you on the black stuff
Bruce
_____________________________

Our next events are very close
together and as usual we
need helpers for these events,
first is our group 5
motorkhana at Rockbank on
the 2nd of November, we need
around six people for this
event, then on Cup day we
have the Sandown sprint and
we need 10 or so to help, if
you can help and are not
competing please call me
0417014304.
The club has purchased a new
gazebo in Holden red,
actually, we bought two, this
means we have a 6 x 3mtr
gazebo by joining the two
together, they will have sides
as well when the supplier gets
in new stock, they have steel
frames which makes them a
lot sturdier and less chance of
blowing away. They were put
up at the hillclimb and were
well used by our guys for
shade. Thanks to Greg Black
for organising the purchase.
Thanks must also go to Greg
as he has arranged a

Vice President G. Black
Here we are at the end of
another busy month. We have
had a Group 5 sprint at Philip
Island, Winton and Haunted
Hills rounds of the Ford versus
Holden series.
There was a few helpers
about for the Winton round,
with a mighty effort from
Jeremy, doing the early trip to
Winton after only 15 winks
(commonly known as 2-3
hours sleep). The entry list for
Winton was a bit down, but
for those who made it the day
was perfect. The only rain was
5 minutes worth during
scrutineering and that was it
for the day.
Haunted Hills is a very
interesting place with some
tough corners. I only got
sighting laps as a passenger,
(Continued on page 4)
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———— Executive TORQUE - President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer
(Continued from page 3)

but it seemed very
challenging even from the
back seat. On the first
sighting lap I did not need to
be told which corner was
called “Oh s**t”, because that
was my first thought as we
turned in!! (And we were only
doing a sighting lap at low
speed). Very aptly named
corner, and with potential to
become a bit legendary.
There is more on the sprint
events later in the magazine.
October is also Bathurst, the
Great Race. I have fond
memories of watching
Bathurst as a kid, and even
more recently with Group A
and the start of “supercars”.
But it doesn’t seem the same
with Nancy's driving cars with
sequential gearboxes, limited
to 40kph in pitlane and
complaining the guy in front
wont let you pass. Guess
what, it’s a race; the idea is to
not let people pass you. Sadly
the “Great Race” was yet
again a 149 lap qualifier with
12 lap sprint at the end. The
commentators can crow all
they want about close finishes
but you can’t con me, it’s all
fake due to the bunching
effect of safety cars.
One interesting discovery for
the day was I realised I had
not watched a supercar race
this year at all. Is this an
indicator of the health of the
series? I’m not sure, but I
also can’t remember the last
time I showed so little
interest in the V8’s either. I
also noticed this had flow on
effects to the kids. I watch
less they show less interest.
Watch out CAMS and
manufacturers, that’s two
generations losing interest in
one go.
There has been much talk
about cost cutting and what
printed by Maroondah Printing
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to do with parity rules and
everything. I have an idea;
Ford and Holden are
interested in what wins on
Sunday sells on Monday.
Problem is you can’t buy
anything remotely like the
winning car. Maybe the rules
should be more in line with
the actual road car. No
fabrication of bits, if you read
AA, Jason Bright and lower
level teams claim to be
bleeding at the costs charged
by front line teams for parts.
Engines should be based on
what is actually available.
Holden can have LS1, 2 or 3.
No sequential Nancy
gearboxes, use what comes
with the car. Any engine mods
have to be done using
commercially available bits,
just like we do. Tyres are free,
but must be available to any
competitor. The car must be a
shell as purchased and then a
cage put in. Use the original
diff mount points, so no watts
link rear end in a Commodore.
Viola, we then have a
competitive series, fun to
watch, at reasonable cost and
benefits the manufacturers.
After that maybe I’ll start on
organising world peace….
There is good news on the
trailer storage front. We have
very generous sponsorship
from Bright Self Storage in
Ferntree Gully in the form of
complimentary storage for the
club trailer. Bright self
storage is a very clean and
secure storage place in Edina
Road, Ferntree Gully. The
access is excellent with the
club able to access the trailer
from 7am to 7pm, 7 days a
week. Our goods should be
safe with the video security
around the premises too.
The business is family owned
and they are all very friendly
and helpful. This may sound
like a paid ad, however I
would not do that, and I have

first hand experience because
I store my trailers there.
(Now I just need to figure out
how to pass my trailer off as
the club trailer…. Do you
think they would notice the
difference?).

Cheers
Greg
______________________________

Secretary - P. Slater
Well what a sensational track
it was at the new GCC
hillclimb at Haunted Hills. It is
very different to the old track;
much longer, more corners,
less straights, smoother,
faster and less forgiving. The
most important thing is that
while you could chuck a car
around the old track you have
to be super smooth on the
new one. Congratulations to
Dave Williams and Ken Scott
for taking out 1st and 3rd in
Class D, Russell and Kylie for
2nd and 3rd in Class H and Ian
Smith and Bruce Lethborg for
their 2nd and 3rd in Class J.
And a big thank you to all the
officials.
I’m really looking forward to
Sandown on Cup Day for a
chance to get out of 2nd gear
and really stretching the legs
of the commodore.
Phil Slater

______________________________

Treasurer - V. Kowal
Our bank balance (around
$18,235) is reasonably good
at this stage, although not as
high as I would like it to be
with two losses from events
run recently, and a very small
profit after our recent
Hillclimb event at Bryant Park.
(Continued on page 5)
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We have also spent some
money on club items listed
below.
Club Officials
I can’t allow this month to
pass without a sincere and
hearty thanks to our club
members who have
volunteered their services so
generously to act as officials

for our last three events.
Thanks to Greg, Steve, Frank,
Peter, Bruce, Martin, Jeremy,
Richard and Chris for acting
as Flag officials, Scrutineer,
Steward, Director, and
Secretary. Without these
officials, our club members
would have no events in
which to compete.

Congratulations to Peter also
for signing up for the all-day
training session at CAMS. It’s
hard to give up a day of a tooshort weekend, so well done
Peter.

Expenditure (Outgoings) for the period September 18th to
16th October, 2008

Amount $

Go Kart entry fees (2nd installment)
CAMS fee (Motorkhana)
Trailer coupling lock
CAMS fee (Hillclimb)
Holden Club Gazebo
First Aid Kit top up
Officials’ food and drink (Hillclimb)
Postage
Total outgoing

632.00
134.00
19.86
920.00
600.00
84.75
50.00
55.00
2495.61

Income for the period September 18th to 16th October,
2008
Entry fees Hillclimb
Memberships
Donations (Sponsorships)
Sandown proceeds
Interest ING Account

Amount $

Total income

5087.47

Bank Balance as of October 16th 2008
ING Account

2816.69
15419.47

1950.00
108.00
290.00
2629.00
96.47

We are also expecting a full payment for the Pi Go Kart day of $ 1422.00

printed by Maroondah Printing
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———— Club TORQUE - Club Calendar 2008 ————————————————————————
Dates & Venues subject to change. Please advise of events that need to be added

OCTOBER
HSCCV/FFCC Ford Holden Challenge Hillclimb– Haunted Hills
V8 Supercars Supercheap Auto Bathurst 1000
HSCCV Committee Meeting
HSCCV Go karts at Philip Island
HSCCV Print Night
Indy 300 (incl. V8 supercars)
PAC VMC Rnd 8—Tooradin
HSCCV General Meeting—Bells Hotel

5
9-12
13
19
20
23-26
26
27

NOVEMBER
HSCCV Motorkhana—Melton
HSCCV/FFCC Holden Ford Challenge Sprint (Grp5) – Sandown (Cup Day)
V8 Supercars—Bahrain
PIARC Grp5 Sprint—Philip Island
HSCCV Committee Meeting
HSCCV Print Night
V8 Supercars—Symmons Plains
HSCCV AGM—Bells Hotel

2
4
6-8
9
10
17
21-23
24

DECEMBER
4-7
TBA

V8 Supercars Grand Finale—Oran Park
HSCCV Christmas Party & Presentation Night

Friendly, Professional Design Service, Superb Colour Printing
Complete Photocopying Services to suit all Corporate Image requirements
And also club magazines
Corporate Image Development.
And of course, General Printing to cover all your printing needs

Phone:

03 9879 1555. Fax: 03 9879 1799

Unit 16, 42 New Street, Ringwood 3134
Email: Robert@maroondahprinting.com.au
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This months member is: Michael Budge
Age?

34

Nickname?

Budgey

Years with the club?

Just joined in 2008

Married? Single? Anything you’d like to discuss?
Profession?

Married with 2 kids
Master 7 and Miss 5
Structural Engineer

Dream job?

Has been taken by Jamie Whincup L

Current vehicle(s)?
Future projects?

2008 Commodore SSV, 2004 WRX Hatch,
1979 VB Commodore Track Car
Still working on the VB at this stage

Years racing?

9 Years

First motorsports event?

1999 with Piarc in my 1997 WRX

Best racing results?

Sprints only so far but PB’s are the goal.

Favourite tracks?
Favourite Motorsports events?

PI by a fair margin over Winton and Sandown
The ones where all the commo boys turn up..

Favourite drivers (not yourself!)

Craig Lowndes, Greg Murphy, Mark Webber

First car you owned?

Silver 1984 JD Camira

Favourite all-time race car?
Ultimate dream car?

Brocks Fluoro Orange Marlboro VK
Anything Perkins / Brock VP Commodore
Porsche 997 GT3 RS

Least favourite car?

Silver JD Camira’s

Any other sports interests?

Superules footy, Auskick,

Other interests?

My kids and keeping fit

Do you own a pet?
Favourite movie?

10 y.o. Border Collie… & there’s a cat
around here somewhere.
Mad Max, Running on empty, Ronin

Least favourite?

Romantic comedies

Favourite music?
Least favourite?

My taste goes from cool to daggy very
quickly
Rap, shaggy, snoopy, snotty, 50 cent all crap.

Stupidest thing done on the road?

Probably the same stuff you’ve done.. sorry.

If you were PM for a day, what would you
change first?

Cancel all the ‘cultural spending’ until hospital waiting lists are clear. Your health is everything.
Try to get behind the public persona the media has shown us. Stupid people do not just
become the leader of the free world.

If you had George Bush in your garage, what
would you do to him?

printed by Maroondah Printing
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———— Club TORQUE - Members write—Michael Budge —————————

Budge’s 1979 VB
Commodore SL/E
It was sometime during the 2003 motorsport
season with the WRX club (where I was
racing my daily driven MY97 WRX) that my
wife suggested I get a dedicated track car. I
had been racing for about 5 years at that
stage and had been relatively successful in
not bending the car, or having any major
mechanical expenses to date. I naturally
thought it was a great idea (as all of her other
motorsport related investment decisions
were).
Now while big, loud, fat and fast was my plan,
cheap and cheerful was hers.
Asking around I was told Datsun 1600, import
a track only WRX, keep racing the MY97, or
by a VB-VK Commodore. Now I couldn’t
afford to buy an ex-commodore cup car so I
would have to build one up bit by bit myself.
As most of you will know, this proved to take
longer and be far more expensive than you
ever think…

The second thing I did (guess the first) was to
make sure the thing would stop and steer. I
asked a mechanic / panel beater I know to
check out the important bits for rust and
anything else untoward. Well the front RHS
chassis rail was in trouble so he chopped that
out and welded in a complete new one and
gave the rest of the car a structural tick of
approval. Then the brake fluid was flushed
and I installed some new rotors and pads as
well just to be sure. Off to Winton we went.
Oh…so that’s oil surge eh…
Next item purchased was a High Energy ProEliminator oil pan. I then found some cheap
fixed back race seats and a better steering
wheel and got some 4-point harnesses of a
mate who had traded up. I ripped out the
interior back to the bare minimum and had a
great time stripping back all that body
deadener. (I must finish that job one day.)
All the while I kept racing it while slowly
replacing all the things that were slowing it
down. I removed and sold the Ford 9” and
replaced it with a Salisbury 10 bolt LSD
(lighter) which now has a mini spool and 3.55
ratio.

So I bought a faded black VB commodore
back in November 2003, for $5000. The
reason I paid anything at all was because it
had a T5g gearbox (out of the Walkinshaw VL)
and it also came with a set of 16 x 8
Walkinshaw rims, a Ford 9” diff and a V8
engine with some good bits in it, namely big
valve pre-pollution heads, L34 rods and
sheepskin seat covers!

printed by Maroondah Printing
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The suspension is nothing special. Pedders
shocks and springs all round with bent struts
and Noltec adjustable strut tops. Whiteline
front sway bar, standard rear. Whiteline strut
brace. We’ve managed to get about 4.1
degree neg camber on the fronts with this
setup and it’s working fine so far.
Early this year I finally saved up enough to
replace the old VL turbo brake setup with the
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———— Club TORQUE - Members write—Michael Budge —————————
VN Group A, 330mm rotors and callipers and
that made a big difference as I used to crack a
rotor every second meeting. I have also had
to replace the master cylinder and we
installed a Tilton brake bias valve to take rear
brake away when required. I find that once
this is set for a pad combination I don’t have
to adjust it again unless it’s a wet day etc.
Here are the current specifications on the
engine:
Block – Red 308, standard crank, L34 rods,
ACL race pistons, Crane 272 camshaft
Heads – Cast Iron 304 well ported, roller
rockers, restricted flow rods,
Manifold – Edelbrock Torker
Carby – Holley 650DP, VK SS bonnet scoop,
HDT cold air tray
Tyres – Toyo Proxes R888 semi slick (road
legal)
Output – 215 rwkw, 620Nm.

done by friends who also race. I believe that
this has saved me a fair amount of money, as
they know what I’m looking for as they have
usually already gone down the same path.
All the suspension work and tyres have come
from Ray and Rob at Reservoir Tyrepower.
Ray is a HSCCV member and also races the
very fast; immaculately presented Yellow VH
he has built with his dad Rob.
Everything engine has been done by Mark at
AutoCure in Keysborough. Mark is also a
HSCCV member and races the white and red
VK/VH 355 stroker bullet. Mark recently did a
top end rebuild on the car after I broke it
earlier this year chasing that pesky XB Coupe
at Winton. With a few new parts (and secrets
he wont even tell me) the car went from 191
rwkw to its current 215 rwkw. Almost worth
paying for.

My current fastest lap times are:
Phillip Island 1:53.36 – Sandown 1:25.91 –
Winton 1:38.75 – Calder 1:08.31
All the work that I couldn’t do myself I’ve had

printed by Maroondah Printing

Thanks for reading, if there’s anything else
you’d like to know, feel free to poke your
head under the bonnet at the next track day.
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Well, the trip to Winton started with a bang; actually it was probably a few hours into the trip, when
Steve blew a tyre on his truck. Anyone asleep on
the way was awake after that one, not to mention
the poor horse in the float going the opposite direction at the time. The tyre change took a little
while as it was the inside rear tyre. Glad the race
car is not set up like that, imagine having to take
off two tyres just to replace one flat.
Anyway, on the road again, Steve a bit less confident because he now has no spare tyres. Trundling along, about 500m from the Winton exit and
Pete’s car starts vibrating. At first (being tired)
thought it was just a rough piece of road. Got
worse, so asked Pete if he had lost a cylinder or
three. No, that’s OK. We looked at each other
with that “What the hell…” on our faces. Oh well,
we are almost there. Then one glance rearwards
and a “Pete, I think you better slow down, the
trailer tyre is smoking”. I don’t think Pete believed me after Steve’s tyre (would I pull a trick
like that??).
Next thing I see bits of tyre going everywhere,
surely this is not really happening. You can’t have
two flats on a trip.
“Pete, I think you
should stop NOW”.

down a little, but the weather was good, with sunshine but not hot. Someone put Steve, Pete, Kim
and Wayne in one group; that was an interesting
session. Pete was going great guns until he had to
do a “Blues Brothers” and lean out of the car to
wipe oil of the windscreen. Well, he didn’t really
lean out, but the windscreen was a mess, and the
side of the car, and underneath and, well, everywhere. Should have tried the wipers Pete. Exit one
VD Commodore for the day.

Mark was getting around the track pretty quickly,
obviously getting used to the new engine and
gearbox as well as the track. There’s probably
more in this one so watch your mirrors!

I have never seen a
tyre so demolished.
Good start to the day
and we are not even at
the track yet. The
benefit of travelling in
’convoy’ is that someone stops and helps.
Anyway the day at
Winton was excellent.
The entries were
Phil was hooking into the
chicane and getting a fair
tyre squeal going. Good
pace too although the fifth
wheel option might not
catch on (see Franks article later in mag)

printed by Maroondah Printing
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Russell’s VL was looking and sounding great, except for the little oil ‘puff’ on right hand
corners. Didn’t seem to cause any problems though. Quite a quick car this one, and seemed to
take the hard work of a triple entry pretty well.

This car sounded great, very classy looks and certainly had good speed. Please bring it to the
next event at Sandown!!

Ray’s car didn’t get fastest time for the day, but you couldn’t tell by watching. This car goes,
and stops too. Amazing to watch from flag points inside the track, it just seems to go around
corners without any problems. Put the foot down and go.
printed by Maroondah Printing
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Steve’s supercharged V8 was working well, and there were more Torana’s going showing how
it’s done. Immaculately presented car.
Then there is the winner for the day; sadly not Chris, as there would be too much FvH parity
panel success weight penalty if he won.
Well done to Michael, a top drive to take the honours. A great looking black car with grip
(although there was a bit of rear end twitching on acceleration), brakes and cornering ability.
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———— Club TORQUE - Philip Island— Editor—————————

The Island sprint was another good clear day
at the track. Down in the grassed area, away
from the hustle and bustle there was a small
contingent of HSCCV
members. There was also
some other members up in the
main paddock area too. I
caught up with Mark Kakouri
(at last) and had a good chat
and look over the car.
Interesting car, and take note
of the times, this car is not just
for show. Mark prepares the
car and engine himself with
some pretty impressive head
work. The lap times are around 1:50 at the
Island, and a reported 270kw from a car with
early heads! Usually you see these numbers
from VN style heads.
This braking effort scored the VL a tyre
change, due to severe flat spots (now does

printed by Maroondah Printing

that surprise you at all?) Again the car was
triple entered and ran well all day (apart from
the tyres of course).

Steve never looked back in his sessions.
Take off, go hard and leave everyone behind
you. Each time around the gap behind was
growing; the only exception being the full
race prep Porsche. So how does Steve
achieve such times? We now have secret
photos of the style that
makes him “The Steve”;
ah, sorry, wrong script.
Here is the photo
anyway. See if you can
find what is different.
Obviously the red
Holden banner makes it
go faster.
Steve also warms his
tyres similar to Top Gear
Australia presenters.
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Now this car has an engine that sounds so sweet, the sort that tells you to take notice because it’s
quick; and does it ever get going on the track; didn’t do a bad job of hanging onto the supercharged V8
of “The Steve”

Naturally the best looking car of the day
was VK. The ‘Group A’ VK of Wayne’s
looked the part and sounded the part, but
unfortunately the tyres did not want to
play that hard. It seemed they just would
not heat up and did not really grip.
I am sure I have said before that sideways shots at Philip Island, such as this
one, won’t get in the magazine.
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———— Club TORQUE - Haunted Hills—Bruce————
Haunted Hills……the name conjures up all different types of pictures in your mind, we’d heard
about this place for a couple of years and finally it
was our time to see if we could tame the Haunted
Hills.

the track.
After drivers briefing and a group photo we embarked on three sighting laps just to see what it
was looked like in our cars…pretty blood good,
now let’s get serious and try it at
speed. Off to the holding area,
waiting, waiting now to the start
line, heart rate up slightly, red light
goes out, here we go. Revs up,
first gear, drop the clutch oh bugger, too much wheel spin, change
to second, left around turn two,
turn three right down to turn four,
left a little tricky off camber, approaching a blind crest, back off a
little over the crest, track goes
right slightly and down steeply to
the famous Oh S**t corner, got

Sunday the 5th of October was our time to check
this place out, to see if the stories we’d heard
were true, if Oh S**t corner was just that. When
we arrived the hills were covered in thick fog,
nature had declared we wait a little while longer
to see this new and mysterious track. After what

through there all right, hmm maybe a little faster
next time. After a succession of lefts and rights
climbing up and down there is a tight down hill
left that brings you onto a short straight where
you can relax for a second or two whilst ponder-

seemed an eternity, the sun
climbed up over the nearby hills
and nature raised the curtain of
fog to reveal the tarmac twisting
and turning, undulating up and
down through the valley below us
to return back to where it started.
There were many oohs and ahhs
from the gathered group of dedicated motor sport fans staring
down into the valley below, you could feel the excitement and anticipation from all. As if transfixed
by some insurmountable force, they embarked on
a walking tour of the much revered track returning
to the top with nothing but positive comments on
printed by Maroondah Printing
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ing whether to change from second to third will I,
won’t I, too late right hander coming up, left then
long tight right, finish line, it’s all over, I want to
line up and go again but alas I have to wait for my
next run.
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———— Club TORQUE - Haunted Hills—Bruce————
Gippsland Car Club has done a
fantastic job of designing and
building the Haunted Hills track.
There is a lot of fun factor here
and with the track being around
1.4kms, the fun lasts a bit longer.
With only 31 entries, approximately 300 runs for the day and
only one incident, fun was had
by all, I’m looking forward to
next year when we intend to run
two events on this great track.
Thanks to all the helpers on the
day, without you, we have no
event. Thanks again.
Cheers Bruce

———— Club TORQUE - Haunted Hills—Editor————
Working the start line for Haunted Hills was a
relaxing and fun job, it was a case of grid you up
and get you out. The running was quicker once
the two cars at a time format kicked in, although it
did require a bit more brain power for the “is that
one lap or two?” questions. There were only a few
competitors called up and then held to one side.
The advantage of a Hillclimb start line is you can
have a quick social chat before the light goes out.
We managed to convince a few competitors to join
our impromptu competition, so here are the
honourable mentions:
Stan Jones for going through the first two corners
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sideways
Laurence for the quickest looking launch (4WD
assisted)
Phil for the best tyre warmup, before and after the
light went out
Kris for the best ‘Stig’ impersonation
Dave Davies for the best laugh on exiting the track
Neville Hunter for most polite departure (a
sideways glance and nod)
Darren Colgan for most stylish tank slapper
And it was a tie between Kylie and Ian Smith for
best shout of joy after checking lap times .
Dave Williams working the brakes hard
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———— Club TORQUE - Haunted Hills—Editor————
There were a number of people who tried hard to
get their photo in the magazine by crossing the
finish line sideways. In contrast to the normal
policy of not showing any sideways action, these
photo’s will be published to discourage such
behavior in future. Enjoy these and maybe ponder
how such an accomplished driver as The Stig (aka
Kim) can manage to get it so wrong….

Just to keep himself awake Laurence ran a touch
wide

But not as wide as Darren

Then Brett

There were also several drivers working quite
hard on the cornering. Ken’s VK was giving
everything (and Ken was concentrating just a
little bit)

Then Larry
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———— Club TORQUE - Haunted Hills—Editor————
Another VK going very well

from exiting the start line sideways. The drivers
excuse: I didn’t mean to do it, it made a slow
time….)

Surprise, surprise, another VK. And yes it is going
quite well indeed.
Unfortunately this VK has gone to meet its maker

Then the magnificent VX of Phil. Look at these
corners and where the track goes to next (photo at
above left). This track really winds and climbs
around the valley. Strangely for a Hillclimb the
finish line is at a lower altitude than the start
line, which makes it more of a hill descent than
a climb. Ask any of the drivers and it does not
matter. The resounding vote of a great track
was recorded!

and did not survive the day after an argument
between the wall and the boot. The wall won quite
convincingly.

Fortunately Stan’s Torana stayed very neat (apart
printed by Maroondah Printing
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It also seems some of the FFCC boys want to
demonstrate their dirt driving skills. I would never
wish to appear biased (even though VK’s
are the best) so here is an example
driving on the edge….
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———— Club TORQUE - For Sale For Sale For Sale ————
Chev 350 steel crank machined and ready to
go. $550
Simmons 16 x 8 wheels set of four (no tyres)
Commodore pattern
Early Holden V8 heads $80 pair
Holley Street HP 650 double pumper (race
tuned to mild 308) $550
Go Kart, Hydraulic brakes, Yamaha S engine
good condition, suit beginner or for fun $1300
Go Kart Junior Yamaha J engine good condition recently powder coated $1100 (corner of
pod chewed by dog)
Group A VK Brock B cast heads with Crane
roller rockers and HDT guide plates (will not
separate) $1800
M20 V8 4 speed gear box, recent rebuild $500
VH Salisbury Wagon diff disc brake V8 $250
VN Borg Warner Sedan diff disc brake (no
centre) new bearings $200
Mini spool and carrier suit fine spline BW diff
$150
EFI fuel pump $150
Assorted braided hoses (AN–6 and AN–8) and
fuel pressure regulators
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308 engine complete / runs, manifold suits 4
barrel carb, small valve heads (removed for
inspection) make an offer
Interested? call 0424 419 461
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———— Club TORQUE - Motorkhana and Group 5 — Frank —————————
Hi All,
They say a picture tells a thousand words, right?
Well, I’m not going to prattle on excessively this
month, I’ll let some pics tell the story. I’ll probably
get myself in trouble somewhere along the line or
get paid back for my comments. Oh well…written
purely for the appreciation of our members, who
I’m certain will be quite interested. The feedback
received from the survey would certainly indicate
that…
A small field at Winton and the usual people gave
up their time to help the event to run on the day.
‘Frank at Tank’ witnessed first hand the wild beast
that the Argento Falcon can be. The theme for
Winton for our members seemed to be tyres, there
were lots of different incidents involving tyres.
Not how one might expect either, so allow me to
explain…. The classiest and most bizarre award
has to be given to Steve Crupi in his Falcon as he
was very airborne off the ripple strip on an early
lap, only to come around the next lap and do
exactly the same thing at the same spot. I was a
bit worried about him, as he seemed to be driving
in a dead straight line and not even trying to avoid
that situation; from my perspective he either
meant to do it or he was falling asleep at such a
boring section of the track (in truth neither were
very likely). He fessed up later about the tires
being useless when they were cold, so much so
that he couldn’t really steer the car. But he more
than made up for it at the end of the day by
showing just how much he could get the car to
turn. His very classy speedway skills came to the
fore and he let the big arse of the Falcon hang
right out there. Fast? No! Fun? Yep, I’m sure!

Whilst I wasn’t witness to this one, I’ve got to say
kudos to Pete for getting maximum value out of
his trailer tyres – I’m sure the tube helped wring a
bit more out of it.

The next tyre situation was another of our
members finding a new use for R rated rubber.
Check this out:

Can never be too safe when jacking up your car
hey Phil?
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We all have our “situations” when it comes to our
sport. Take for instance a certain car that had
gotten maxxed out on a dyno in Bayswater on a
Friday, driven all the way to Bendigo the following
morning (including some bumpy back roads
which became a long cut – major driver error
there) for an event. There it was emptied, and
scruitineered for a State Round Motorkhana.
Idling in the start garage of the first test of its very
first event in new hands…a good whack of revs,
some clutch slip, and a smoking launch out of the
garage, clutch and handbrake use for a left turn
and then back on the gas…..bbrrrrlllll. Dead, just
like that. Rolled out of the way, checked it out. No
ignition! Changed the coil, coil lead, checked
other connections, etc. Figured the igniter box had
gone to heaven. Used someone elses car to
compete and towed this sucker home (a thank
you to all who assisted on Sept 20th by the way).
After mucking around further, and upon
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———— Club TORQUE - Motorkhana and Group 5 — Frank —————————
recommendation from Mr President that it could
be the crank angle sensor or the ECU, went to
swap the dizzy and the connector kind of fell apart
from it’s mate. Someone asked themselves, “Well,
what are the bloody chances that’s all it is?” and
then plugged the thing home good and proper. Hit
the key and whaddaya know, damn thing came to
life….hmmm.
Didn’t miss a beat at it’s next event, Nissan’s
Group 5 with it’s weird and wonderful tests.
Having said that, the exhaust was considering
filing a divorce from the manifold – it was certainly
getting a bit loud. It was a warm and dusty day
with 3 test areas and 22 competitors.
At that same event, Dave Le Mottee picked up a
2nd in Class A, Irene got lost on one of them to
pick up a 6th and Monique getting everything right
in the little 323. Steve Gallagher wasn’t happy
with his day and finished about mid field in Class
B, with son Jake scoring an easy 3rd for Juniors. I
did okay myself, but nobody wants to know about
that, ha ha. Okay, won Class D and 5th
overall….happy now?
Oh, the hillclimb at Haunted Hills! What an
awesome track! This has got to be one of the best
in Australia, a real test of man and machine in any
language! Drivers got up to 11 runs, helped
mainly by the small field. Where the hell was
everyone? The four previous events run there
that I’ve heard about had at least double the field
that we did. Our marketing department needs
some help perhaps, what’s going on here.
As far as the day itself, most people would have
gone home pretty happy. The only exception may
be a VK Calais that rear-ended a bank. With over
300 runs conducted on the day and the one
incident, we did pretty well. There’s been plenty
of recoveries conducted there…I’m sure there’ll be
some good photos taken on the day, and some
good articles elsewhere in this mag.
Right, more photos. These were all found in
Pilgrim Court Ringwood, a very fitting name
indeed. I can say I certainly felt like a traveller in a
foreign
land when
I saw these
things.
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Supposedly a show car, jacked up though makes
it look cool – not!

22 inch rim with a 30 series lackaband.
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———— Club TORQUE - Motorkhana and Group 5 — Frank —————————
As you might have noticed, lately I’ve been trying
to find the worst examples of GM’s finest, all I’ve
come up with this month is this – gotta keep warm
in them hills in Cockatoo:
(Ed: notice there are no VK’s, the best of all
Commodores!!)

Tailpipe:
For those of us who think we know the road rules:
(This was taken in Victoria, can you pick the
town?)

There was no entry for the
last photo competition, so
here is the next one.
Be the first to guess the correct town at clubnight and
receive a prize of your
choice from club stock.
The contest is real, and
nothing to do with Dodgy
brothers competitions inc.
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———— Club TORQUE - Pointscore —————————
ELIGIBLE EVENTS
NO EVENT NAME
DATE
1 GEN MEETING JAN
28/01/2008
2 PHILLIP ISLAND SPRINT
17/02/2008
3 VMC 2
02/03/2008
4 PI HISTORIC DISPLAY
09/03/2008
5 FEBRUARY GENERAL MEETING
11/03/2008
6 MARCH GENERAL MEETING
25/03/2008
7 G5 MOTORKHAN RND1
30/03/2008
8 VMC RND3
06/04/2008
9 WINTON
06/04/2008
10 CROW CAMS
16/04/2008
11 TEN PIN BOWLING
27/04/2008
12 APRIL MEETING
04/05/2008
13 VMC 4
04/05/2008
14 MAY GENERAL MEETING
26/05/2008
15 VMC RND 5
26/05/2008
16 PI SPRINT
01/06/2008
17 VMC6
22/06/2008
18 JUNE GENERAL MEETING
23/06/2008
19 G5 KHANA RND3
29/06/2008
20 SANDOWN SPRINT
13/07/2008
21 VMC RND 7
20/07/2008
22 JULY GENERAL MEETING
28/07/2008
23 WINTON SPRINTS
14/08/2008
24 DYNO DAY
24/08/2008
25 GENERAL MEETING
25/08/2008
26 VMC 7
20/09/2008
27 SEPTEMBER GENERAL MEETING
22/09/2008
28 G5 MOTORKHANA
28/09/2008
29 HILLCLIMB
05/10/2008

Name
Frank ROGAN
Bruce LETHBORG
Vlad KOWAL
Philip SLATER
Peter STEWART
Wayne PAOLA
Greg BLACK
Kristofer LETHBORG
Ian SMITH
Stephen CRUPI
Chris LOXTON
Jeremy WATT
Ray CARDWELL
Malcolm CARDWELL
Julie STOKES
Ken SCOTT
Micheal BUDGE
Ray SEYMOUR
Jason PERCY
Martin CARABOTT
Kylie KASTELIC
Richard WALES
Kim MCCONCHIE
Irene LE MOTTEE
Evelyn CRUPI
Alan DAVIES
Peter DIXON
Mark KAKOURI
David WILLIAMS
Greg KASTELIC
Monique LE MOTTEE
David LE MOTTEE
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Tot Evnts
134
95
93
91
82
74
69
63
60
57
56
52
48
40
38
38
37
37
37
33
31
30
29
27
25
25
24
22
22
22
20
20

24
17
12
16
18
15
14
14
13
12
8
11
9
8
8
7
5
5
8
7
7
4
5
4
5
5
6
2
3
5
4
4

Steven GALLAGHER
Mark LOMAS
GLENN BERTRAM
Colin HEAL
Chris PAOLA
Glenn MASON
Shaun EAST
David DAVIES
Kristina BERTRAM
Alex CHIANTA
Gordon HALEY
Stanley KARATZIS
Russell SMITH
Lachlan PARRENT-SEIDEL
Zeljko HOVANCEK
Antonia FITZPATRICK
Brett WRIGHT
Laurence GLEESON
Cameron CHIVERS
Jan SMITH
Ron KLIEN
Aaron GALLAGHER
Brad CHIANG
Leanne LETHBORG
Robert SEYMOUR
Adam CHAMPION
Josh KLIEN
John PATTERSON
Maxi STOKES
Shane WOODMAN
Matthew CARDWELL
Lachlan MCCONCHIE
Kerry CARDWELL
Geoff PATTERSON
Jake RUSSELL
Chantelle MCCONCHIE
Geoff FRASER
James STEWART

20
19
18
18
18
17
15
15
14
13
12
11
10
10
10
10
9
8
8
7
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
2
2

Don’t forget if you are looking into home
loans, consider DONATION Home loans –
one of our members did, and the club benefits accordingly!

2
4
3
2
4
4
2
2
3
3
1
3
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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————Club TORQUE - April General Meeting Minutes ————————————————
Minutes of Holden Sporting Car Club of Vic. Inc. - July Gen Meeting
Bells Hotel–22/09/2008
MEETING OPENED AT 8.10PM
PRESENT

As Per Attendance Book /Sheet

APOLOGIES
Amelia, Cardwells, Jeremy watt, kim McConchie
New Members/Guest Stephen Muir Adam Champion, Shane
Any business arising from previous minutes?

M.Ian

S.Vlad

PRESIDENT:
6 Hour results and Photos
Winton Report
Cams report out –critical of org’n
Harness report out FIA ok for 10 years
VICE PRESIDENT
Seatbelts
6 Hour report

SECRETARY
Incoming Mail Sep 2008
Item

From

Action

Person to Action

Booking Sheet

Winton MR

Inform members and File

Secretary

Flyer

Nat Park Hotel

Inform members and File

Secretary

Bank Statement

ANZ

Inform members and File

Treasurer

Membership

Earl Lawrence

File and Bank

Membership

Andrew Merris

File and Bank

Membership

Stephen McGarry

File and Bank

Toyotalk Mag

TCCA

Inform members and File

Treasurer & Membership
Sec
Treasurer & Membership
Sec
Treasurer & Membership
Sec
Secretary

Me and My holden

Wakefield Press

Inform members and File

Secretary

Info

Holden Car Club Directory

Inform members and File

Secretary

Flyer

DIY Tools

Inform members and File

Secretary

TREASURER
As per mag.
Balance@ $21267
Winton Report
Officials discussed
(Continued on page 27)
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————Club TORQUE - March General Meeting Minutes ———————————————
(Continued from page 26)

MEMBERSHIP & POINTSCORE
Membership 167
Send results to Bruce
Pointscore as per mag
EDITOR
PI report
Thanks for Articles
MOTOR RACE AND RALLY
Stopwatches need fixing.
6 Hour Winton & PI report
F1 Vettel fantastic
Hillclimb coming up discuss Haunted Hills
Al & Barry 41st in Alice to Darwin
SOCIAL
Go kart day Oct 19th. 8 spots left. Put names down and deposit.
SPECIAL EVENTS
D’Alberto coming up
GRP5/ MOTORKHANA
Bendigo on weekend
Lardner park HAC interclub
WEBSITE
1279 Visits
Pics up from 6 Hour and Winton up soon.
STOCK
got rid of old stock
Club Race suits Red displayed
CSC
NTR
PUBLIC OFFICER
NTR
GENERAL BUSINESS
60th anniversary
FINE:
LOTTO: 520
MEETING CLOSED: 9.23 PM
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HOLDEN SPORTING CAR CLUB of VICTORIA
Inc.
P.O. Box 791
Melbourne Victoria 3001

Please tick

□

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

or

RENEWAL

Name(s):

……………………………………………………………………………………..

Address:

……………………………………………………………………………………..

□

……………………………………………………..Postcode: …………………..
Phone:

AH……………………BH………………………Mob…………………………..

Email:

……………………………………………………………………………………..

Occupation: ……………………………………Date(s) of birth……………………………..
Vehicles:

……………………………………………………………………………………..

Reg. Numbers:…………………………………………………………………………………….
Membership No(s): ……………………Introduced by:…………………………(New members)
I am interested in: Motorkhana……..Race:……….Rally……….Sprint/Hillclimbs………….
I hereby certify that I will abide by the rules and regulations of the Holden Sporting car Club of Victoria Inc. and also the
National Competition Rules of the Confederation of Australian Motor Sport with which this club is affiliated.

Signed:…………………………………………….

Dated:……………………….

Membership fees:

Single:
$48.00 full year from January 1
Please mark clearly Family:
$70.00 full year from January 1
Junior (under 18)
$25.00 full year from January 1
Associate (Bona fide members
$25.00 full year from January 1
of non CAMS affiliated car
clubs only with proof of membership)
Level 2 Licence can only be purchased at Club meetings or events
Payment:

Cash…………………….

Please return to: The Membership Secretary
HSCCV Inc.
PO Box 791
Melbourne 3001

Cheque……………………………….
Office Use:
Date received:…………….
Licence processed:……….
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